NEWSLETTER n° 5
QUALITY AND DESIGN, EPROSE PRIORITIES
- NEWS Welcome in EPROSE fifth newsletter,
On this one you will find : the latest news conceived and realised in our local ; EPROSE engagement towards the
sustainable development and its daily application ; and finally the secondment of our savoir-faire to successfully
complete all your professional projects.

- NOVELTIES EPROSE is attentive to the artisans : we take into account your comments and answer your needs by improving our
tools quality and capicity or by creating new ones. Below are the latest ones, while novelties are already in
development...

Handle to draw
Dimension : 120 x Ø 10 mm
Its plus : removable, stainless steel, quick
interchangeability of the head, anti-rotation system for
a total immobilisation of the awl or the punch

Axial and normal mallet to strike
Dimension : Ø50 x 170 mm
Its plus : strong polymer, weak rebounce, ergonomic handle, various uses

Needle pusher tool
Dimension : 115 x 26 mm
Its plus : removal of the pinching move and reduction
of the effort to push the needle, spiral to help coiling
the thread before the final knot effortlessly

Return thread tool with removable eyed awl
Dimension : 115 x 26 mm
Its plus : interchangeability of the needles, antirotation system for a total immobilisation of the
needle, spiral to help coiling the thread before the final
knot effortlessly
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- EPROSE AND THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT To answer an ethical code and a will to preserv the environment, the company EPROSE is part of an ecological
process and gives a particular importance to the sustainable development notion.
That is why we have developped a recyclable tools range which allows craftsmen to minimize their impact on the
environment.
EPROSE handles are made in boxwood and are removable. A natural material and an interchangeability that allow
the artisans to simply change the head of the tool when it becomes useless, without throwing away the whole tool
whereas the handle is in good state.
Moreover, the boxwood used comes from France, which limits the carbon footprint. It goes the same way for the
steel which is bought directly from French suppliers.
This manufacturing stages are thought to make small steps forwards the major issue that represents the preservation
of our planet resources.

- EPROSE CONCEPTION EPROSE is not only about manufacturing and selling tools for the leather domain. It is also a whole process of
reflexion, conception, arrangement and tests to reach the final tool that will answer your needs, even anticipate them.
Yvan GIBERT, CEO, and his team favour creative aspects and enhance the cooperations with artisans who have
specific needs. The aim is to exchange and develop the tool or tools that will turn out to be indispensable to the
manufactur of their products.
If you have a project that you want to realise, a questioning, a particular need or anything else, please do not hesitate
to contact us.

Find us :
On our webs :

www.eprose.eu

On the social network :

On the professional websites of FranceCuir
& Europages
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